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POWERFOAM SPRAY & WIPE FOAM CLEANER
An exterior and interior spray and wipe cleaner. On aircraft 
exteriors, Powerfoam will effectively clean carbon exhaust, 
engine cowlings, oil and bugs. Excellent for use between 
wash jobs as a “trip ready” wipe and cleaner. On aircraft 
interiors, Powerfoam will completely clean smudge marks, 
nicotine stains, fingerprints and food stains. Can also be used 
on leatherette, sinks, table tops, woodwork, stainless steel, 
lavs, painted or similar surfaces.
19 oz. Can ..................................P/N 09-37970 ...........$16.95 

BUFFING / POLISHING PADS
Buffing Pads are made from 100% wool with a 1-1/2 
inch pile. These pads can be used for all of your bright-
work and paint polishing needs and will cut through oxi-
dation quickly and wear evenly for extremely smooth 
polishing. Our buffing pads can also be washed and 
re-used multiple times for long lasting life. They do not 
have velcro backing and are designed to be used with 
a threaded nut and backing plate.
 P/N 09-42035 ...........$16.55  

FLITZ POLISHING AND 
BUFFING BALL

The Flitz 8” Polishing & Buffing Ball is made of a 
viscose felt material which is a cooling material vs. 
lambs wool or cotton which is a heating material. 
This way it doesn’t burn the paint and can be used to 
buff leading edges without having to tape them. This 
ball works wonders with Flitz Products and makes 
polishing much easier, faster and more effective in 
less than half the time. It fits all drills and air tools 

and will buff out scuffs, oxidation tarnish, pitting, corrosion on all metals, 
paints, fiberglass, plastics, and wood. Re-usable & washable.
 P/N 09-00554 ...........$39.50

JET STREAM AVIATION PRODUCTS FLITZ FIBERGLASS / 
PAINT RESTORER

Flitz Fiberglass/Paint restorer safely cleans, polishes, and 
protects fiberglass, plexiglas, painted surfaces, and plastics.  
It removes rust, oxidation, tarnish, and tar. It will not harm 
gel coat or clear coat, anodized or polished aluminum, stain-
less steel, brass, copper, chrome, and more. Contains no 
ammonia or abrasive.
8.5 fl. oz ....................................P/N 09-01240 ...........$15.65

FLITZ ALUMINUM & FIBERGLASS POLISH

Flitz is a non-abrasive metal polish which can be used on all metal sur-
faces including polished aluminum, painted surfaces, and fiberglass. It is 
easy to apply and remove, and leaves a protective film to protect shiny 
surfaces up to 4 months A very popular multi-purpose polish.
1.76 oz. Tube ..............................................P/N 09-42405 ...........$10.50
5.29 oz. Tube ..............................................P/N 09-01676 ...........$20.06
1 Lb. Can .....................................................P/N 09-05313 ...........$35.50
2.2 Lb. Can ..................................................P/N 09-42415 ...........$54.75

JET STREAM METAL POLISH
SKAI METAL POLISH - Skai Metal Polish is designed to 
polish and restore aluminum or stainless steel to a mirror 
image. Used for polishing aircraft leading edges, spin-
ners, engine inlets, thrust reversers and bare aluminum 
skins. Also safe for use on aircraft paint for removing 
heavy oxidation and stains. Skai Metal Polish is also 
very economical. A one pound container will normally 

equal several pounds of our competitor’s products. Skai makes very 
little mess when you are polishing and will not sling over the aircraft 
if used properly. Skai is non-abrasive, fast cutting and quick to clear 
under a buffer. Surfaces treated with Skai are protected and resistant to 
oxidations MIRROR IMAGE - Mirror Image Brightwork Swirl Remover is 
designed to remove swirls in polished metal caused by machine buffing. 
Mirror Image can also be used as a light maintenance polish between 
machine polishing jobs. Contains corrosion inhibitors and anti-oxidation 
agents for long lasting protection on all polished metal. Mirror Image will 
produce 100% protection while sealing the polished metal. 
1 Lb. can. Polish ..........................................P/N 09-41713 ...........$51.80 
Mirror Image 5 oz. roll Swirl Remover.........P/N 09-41715 ...........$34.55 

SUPREME GLAZE AIRCRAFT FINISH TREATMENT
Supreme Glaze is a semi-flowing paste cleaner wax that 
cleans, shines, resurfaces, all aircraft painted surfaces while 
bringing out the brilliance of the original color. Supreme Glaze 
safely removes light to medium oxidation and scratches. 
Excellent for use on carbon exhaust stains associated with 
aircrafts such as King Airs. Supreme Glaze contains color 
brighteners and will protect against oxidation, salts, UV rays, 
hydraulic fluid, insect residue and acid rain. Can be used by 
hand or machine polisher.
16 oz. Bottle .............................. P/N 09-37980 ...........$24.50 

FLYERS SPEED-WAX WATERLESS DRY-WASH
SpeedWax is a specially formulated waterless aircraft pol-
ish and high gloss protectant Dry-Wash. This product is 
Carnauba Rich & is easy-on, easy-off. With Flyers there is 
no need to pre-clean any surfaces before using. Due to EPA 
regulations, cleaning aircraft with soap and water is becoming 
more and more regulated. Flyers SpeedWax is the answer to 
the ever increasing EPA regulations. This product will allow 
you to clean your aircraft in a reasonable amount of time, 
leaving the surface of your aircraft highly protected.
16 oz. bottle ................................P/N 09-42015 ...........$21.50

FLITZ MICROFIBER CLOTH
The Flitz microfiber cloths are 30 times finer than cot-
ton and are great for buffing out waxes and polishes 
by hand.  They will wash windows without chemicals 
(just use water) and will not streak or leave lint. Size: 
16”x16”. ........................ P/N 09-00556 .............$3.95

POLISHES – WAXES – CLEANERS

FLITZ SPEED WAXX
This wax is perfect for waxing between flights. This remark-
able spray on/wipe off wax is water based. No streak. No 
Smear. No white residue. Gives a super gloss, super fast. 
16oz. trigger spray.... P/N 09-01678 ............................$12.90

BUFFING PADS SPUR / CLEANER
Absolutely a must tool when buffing. The Buffing Pad 
Spur Cleaner is used to break down compound build- 
up without removing the pad from the machine polisher. 
When buffing, your pads fill up with polishing compounds 
not allowing to perform properly. The Buffing Pad Spur 
Cleaner will quickly and efficiently remove this build-up, 
restoring the pad to its full potential.
 P/N 09-42045 .......... $13.75

SPRAY SHINE™ SPRAY-ON
CARNAUBA WAX

Spray Shine™ was designed for the finest of finishes, car 
show enthusiasts, new car dealers and people who really 
like to take care of their vehicles. Just a quick spray and wipe 
will give your ride a complete new shine! Use Spray Shine™ 
on paint, glass, chrome, plastic, tile, lamps stoves, refrigera-
tors, microwaves, mirrors, computer screens, etc.
Spray Shine™ will give a high gloss surface an amazing 
CLOUD FREE SHINE! 16 oz. ..P/N 09-03485 ...........$14.50
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